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Summary

The Navy in 2017 initiated a new program, called the FFG(X) program, to build a class of 20 guided-missile frigates (FFGs). The Navy wants to procure the first FFG(X) in FY2020, the second in FY2021, and the remaining 18 at a rate of two per year in FY2022-FY2030. The Navy’s proposed FY2019 budget requests $134.8 million in research and development funding for the program.

Although the Navy has not yet determined the design of the FFG(X), given the capabilities that the Navy’s wants the FFG(X) to have, the ship will likely be larger in terms of displacement, more heavily armed, and more expensive to procure than the Navy’s Littoral Combat Ships (LCSs). The Navy envisages developing no new technologies or systems for the FFG(X)—the ship is to use systems and technologies that already exist or are already being developed for use in other programs.

The Navy’s desire to procure the first FFG(X) in FY2020 does not allow enough time to develop a completely new design (i.e., a clean-sheet design) for the FFG(X). Consequently, the Navy intends to build the FFG(X) to a modified version of an existing ship design—an approach called the parent-design approach. The parent design could be a U.S. ship design or a foreign ship design. The Navy intends to conduct a full and open competition to select the builder of the FFG(X). Consistent with U.S. law, the ship is to be built in a U.S. shipyard, even if it is based on a foreign design. Multiple industry teams are reportedly competing for the program. Given the currently envisaged procurement rate of two ships per year, the Navy envisions using a single builder to build the ships.

The FFG(X) program presents several potential oversight issues for Congress, including the following:

- whether to approve, reject, or modify the Navy’s FY2019 funding request for the program;
- whether the Navy has accurately identified the capability gaps and mission needs to be addressed by the program;
- whether procuring a new class of FFGs is the best or most promising general approach for addressing the identified capability gaps and mission needs;
- whether the Navy has chosen the appropriate amount of growth margin to incorporate into the FFG(X) design;
- the Navy’s intent to use a parent-design approach for the program rather than develop an entirely new (i.e., clean-sheet) design for the ship;
- the Navy’s plan to end procurement of LCSs in FY2019 and shift to procurement of FFG(X) starting in FY2020;
- whether the initiation of the FFG(X) program has any implications for required numbers or capabilities of U.S. Navy cruisers and destroyers.
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Introduction

This report provides background information and discusses potential issues for Congress regarding the Navy’s FFG(X) program, a program to procure a new class of 20 guided-missile frigates (FFGs). The Navy wants to procure the first FFG(X) in FY2020. The Navy’s proposed FY2019 budget requests $134.8 million in research and development funding for the program.

The FFG(X) program presents several potential oversight issues for Congress. Congress’s decisions on the program could affect Navy capabilities and funding requirements and the shipbuilding industrial base.

This report focuses on the FFG(X) program. A related Navy shipbuilding program, the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) program, is covered in a separate CRS report. Other CRS reports discuss the strategic context within which the FFG(X) program and other Navy acquisition programs may be considered.

Background

Navy’s Force of Small Surface Combatants (SSCs)

SSC Definition

In discussing its force-level goals and 30-year shipbuilding plans, the Navy organizes its surface combatants into large surface combatants (LSCs), meaning the Navy’s cruisers and destroyers, and small surface combatants (SSCs), meaning the Navy’s frigates, Littoral Combat Ships, mine warfare ships, and patrol craft. SSCs are smaller, less capable in some respects, and individually less expensive to procure, operate, and support than LSCs.

SSC Force-Level Goal

In December 2016, the Navy released a goal to achieve and maintain a Navy of 355 ships, including 52 SSCs. Although patrol craft are SSCs, they do not count toward the 52-ship SSC force-level goal, because patrol craft are not considered battle force ships, which are the kind of ships that count toward the quoted size of the Navy and the Navy’s force-level goal.

SSC Force at End of FY2017

At the end of FY2017, the Navy’s force of SSCs totaled 22 battle force ships, including the following:

---

1 See CRS Report RL33741, Navy Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Program: Background and Issues for Congress, by Ronald O'Rourke.


3 See, for example, CRS Report RL32665, Navy Force Structure and Shipbuilding Plans: Background and Issues for Congress, by Ronald O'Rourke.

4 For additional discussion of battle force ships, see CRS Report RL32665, Navy Force Structure and Shipbuilding Plans: Background and Issues for Congress, by Ronald O'Rourke.
0 frigates;  
11 LCSs; and  
11 mine warfare ships.

**U.S. Navy Frigates in General**

In contrast to cruisers and destroyers, which are designed to operate in higher-threat areas, frigates are generally intended to operate more in lower-threat areas. U.S. Navy frigates perform many of the same peacetime and wartime missions as U.S. Navy cruisers and destroyers, but since frigates are intended to do so in lower-threat areas, they are equipped with fewer weapons, less-capable radars and other systems, and less engineering redundancy and survivability than cruisers and destroyers.  

The most recent class of frigates operated by the Navy was the Oliver Hazard Perry (FFG-7) class ([Figure 1](#)). A total of 51 FFG-7 class ships were procured between FY1973 and FY1984. The ships entered service between 1977 and 1989, and were decommissioned between 1994 and 2015.

**Figure 1. Oliver Hazard Perry (FFG-7) Class Frigate**

![Oliver Hazard Perry (FFG-7) Class Frigate](#)


---

5 Compared to cruisers and destroyers, frigates can be a more cost-effective way to perform missions that do not require the use of a higher-cost cruiser or destroyer. In the past, the Navy’s combined force of higher-capability, higher-cost cruisers and destroyers and lower-capability, lower-cost frigates has been referred to as an example of a so-called high-low force mix. High-low mixes have been used by the Navy and the other military services in recent decades as a means of balancing desires for individual platform capability against desires for platform numbers in a context of varied missions and finite resources.  

Peacetime missions performed by frigates can include, among other things, engagement with allied and partner navies, maritime security operations (such as anti-piracy operations), and humanitarian assistance and disaster response (HA/DR) operations. Intended wartime operations of frigates include escorting (i.e., protecting) military supply and transport ships and civilian cargo ships that are moving through potentially dangerous waters. In support of intended wartime operations, frigates are designed to conduct anti-air warfare (AAW—aka air defense) operations, anti-surface warfare (ASuW) operations (meaning operations against enemy surface ships and craft), and antisubmarine warfare (ASW) operations. U.S. Navy frigates are designed to operate in larger Navy formations or as solitary ships. Operations as solitary ships can include the peacetime operations mentioned above.
In their final configuration, FFG-7s were about 455 feet long and had full load displacements of roughly 3,900 tons to 4,100 tons. (By comparison, the Navy’s Arleigh Burke [DDG-51] class destroyers are about 510 feet long and have full load displacements of roughly 9,300 tons.) Following their decommissioning, a number of FFG-7 class ships, like certain other decommissioned U.S. Navy ships, have been transferred to the navies of U.S. allied and partner countries.

**FFG(X) Program**

**Meaning of Designation FFG(X)**

In the program designation FFG(X), FF means frigate, G means guided-missile ship (indicating a ship equipped with an area-defense AAW system), and (X) indicates that the design of the ship has not yet been determined. FFG(X) thus means a guided-missile frigate whose design has not yet been determined.  

**Program Quantity**

The Navy notionally wants to procure a notional total of 20 FFG(X)s, which in combination with 32 LCSs would meet the Navy’s 52-ship SSC force-level goal. The Navy’s proposed FY2018 budget requested the procurement of the 30th and 31st LCSs. As part of its action on the Navy’s proposed FY2018 budget, Congress procured three LCSs—one more than the two that were requested. Thus, a total of 32 LCSs have been procured through FY2018. The Navy’s proposed FY2019 budget, which was submitted to Congress before Congress finalized action on the Navy’s FY2018 budget, requests $646.2 million for the procurement of one LCS. If Congress had procured two LCSs in FY2018, as requested by the Navy, the LCS requested for procurement in FY2019 would have been the 32nd LCS. With the procurement of three LCSs in FY2018, the LCS requested for procurement in FY2019 would be the 33rd LCS. Given the 52-ship SSC force-level goal, if a 33rd LCS is procured in FY2019, this might imply a total procurement of 19 FFG(X)s rather than 20.

---

6 The designation FF, with two Fs, means frigate in the same way that the designation DD, with two Ds, means destroyer. FF is sometimes translated less accurately as fast frigate. FFs, however, are not particularly fast by the standards of U.S. Navy combatants—their maximum sustained speed, for example, is generally lower than that of U.S. Navy aircraft carriers, cruisers, and destroyers. In addition, there is no such thing in the U.S. Navy as a slow frigate.

7 Some U.S. Navy surface combatants are equipped with a point-defense AAW system, meaning a short-range AAW system that is designed to protect the ship itself. Other U.S. Navy surface combatants are equipped with an area-defense AAW system, meaning a longer-range AAW system that is designed to protect NO only the ship itself, but other ships in the area as well. U.S. Navy surface combatants equipped with an area-defense AAW system are referred to as guided-missile ships and have a “G” in their designation.

8 When the ship’s designation has been determined, the program’s designation might be changed to the FFG-62 program, since FFG-61 was the final ship in the FFG-7 program. It is also possible, however, that the Navy could choose a different designation for the program at that point. Based on Navy decisions involving the Seawolf (SSN-21) class attack submarine and the Zumwalt (DDG-1000) class destroyer, other possibilities might include FFG-1000, FFG-2000, or FFG-2100. (A designation of FFG-21, however, might cause confusion, as FFG-21 was used for Flatley, an FFG-7 class ship.) A designation of FFG-62 would be consistent with traditional Navy practices for ship class designations.
Procurement Schedule

Following a final year of LCS procurement in FY2019, wants to procure the first FFG(X) in FY2020, the second in FY2021, and the remaining 18 at a rate of two per year in FY2022-FY2030.

Ship Capabilities and Design

As mentioned above, the (X) in the program designation FFG(X) means that the design of the ship has not yet been determined. In general, the Navy envisages the FFG(X) as follows:

- The ship is to be a multimission small surface combatant capable of conducting AAW, ASuW, ASW, and EMW operations.
- Compared to the FF concept that emerged under the February 2014 restructuring of the LCS program, the FFG(X) is to have increased AAW and EMW capability, and enhanced survivability.
- The ship’s area-defense AAW system is to be capable of local area AAW, meaning a form of area-defense AAW that extends to a lesser range than the area-defense AAW that can be provided by the Navy’s cruisers and destroyers.
- The ship is to be capable of operating in both blue water (i.e., mid-ocean) and littoral (i.e., near-shore) areas.
- The ship is to be capable of operating either independently (when that is appropriate for its assigned mission) or as part of larger Navy formations.

Given the above, the FFG(X) design will likely be larger in terms of displacement, more heavily armed, and more expensive to procure than either the LCS or the FF concept that emerged from the February 2014 LCS program restructuring.

A November 2, 2017, Navy information paper on the combat system to be used by the FFG(X) states the following:

In considering multiple options (Lockheed Martin’s COMBATSS-21, General Dynamics’ Integrated Combat Management System, and Raytheon’s Ship Self Defense System) for the Frigate’s Combat Management System (CMS), the following criteria were analyzed:

—Commonality—the degree to which the CMS was common across variants of LCS and the rest of the Navy.
—Performance—demonstrated ability to deliver a certifiable CMS able to meet LCS requirements, with respect to mission area capabilities.
—Cost—the total cost to design, develop, deliver, test and sustain the CMS.

A derivation of the AEGIS combat system widely used throughout the Navy and half of the LCS platforms, the Navy selected COMBATSS-21 as the Frigate CMS. It offered the highest level of commonality, best performance, and lowest cost of the three options.

Similar to the original FF, the primary mission areas for the FFG(X) will be Anti-Submarine Warfare, Surface Warfare, and Electromagnetic Maneuver Warfare. In addition, the FFG(X) will provide upgraded Air Warfare capability and improved lethality and survivability that include a scaled SPY-6 Fixed Array Radar, Standard Missile, Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile, full Surface Electronic Warfare Improvement
Program Block 2 capability, and a Cooperative Engagement Capability. The CMS capabilities required to bring these enhancements are already included in Aegis; and thus, they are much simpler to cost effectively incorporate into COMBATSS-21.9

**Unit Procurement Cost**

**Follow-On Ships**

The Navy wants the follow-on ships in the FFG(X) program (i.e., ships 2 through 20) to have an average unit procurement cost of $800 million to $950 million each in constant 2018 dollars.10 By way of comparison, the two LCSs that the Navy requested for FY2018 had an estimated average unit procurement cost of about $568 million each, and the three DDG-51 class destroyers that the Navy has requested for FY2019 have an estimated average unit procurement cost of about $1,764 million each.

On July 10, 2017, the Navy released a Request for Information (RFI) to industry to solicit information for better understanding potential trade-offs between cost and capability in the FFG(X) design.11 On July 25, the Navy continued that effort by holding an industry day event. On July 28, the Navy posted its briefing slides for that event; some of those slides are reprinted in the Appendix.12 Responses to the RFI were due by August 24, 2017. The Navy states that it “received a very robust response to the FFG(X) RFI inclusive of [i.e., including] domestic and

---

9 Navy information paper dated November 2, 2017, provided to CRS and CBO by Navy Legislative Affairs Office on November 15, 2017.


The average follow threshold cost for FFG(X) has been established at $950 million (CY18$). The Navy expects that the full and open competition will provide significant downward cost pressure incentivizing industry to balance cost and capability to provide the Navy with a best value solution. FFG(X) cost estimates will be reevaluated during the Conceptual Design phase to ensure the program stays within the Navy’s desired budget while achieving the desired warfighting capabilities. Lead ship unit costs will be validated at the time the Component Cost Position is established in 3rd QTR FY19 prior to the Navy awarding the Detail Design and Construction contract.

(Navy information paper dated November 7, 2017, provided by Navy Office of Legislative Affairs to CRS and CBO on November 8, 2017.)

11 The original notice for the RFI is posted here (accessed August 11, 2017): https://www.fbo.gov/index?s=opportunity&mode=form&id=cf24447b8015337e910d330a87518c6&tab=core&tabmode=list&cview=0.

foreign ship designs and material vendor solutions.” The Navy folded information gained through that RFI into its determination of the target unit procurement cost for the FFG(X).

**Lead Ship**

The Navy has not yet established a target unit procurement cost for the lead ship in the program. As shown in **Table 1** below, however, the Navy’s FY2019 budget submission programs $1,228.2 million (i.e., about $1.2 billion) in procurement funding for FY2020, the year that the first FFG(X) is to be procured. The lead ship in the program will be considerably more expensive than the follow-on ships in the program, because the lead ship’s procurement cost will incorporate most or all of the detailed design/nonrecurring engineering (DD/NRE) costs for the class. (It is a traditional Navy budgeting practice to attach most or all of the DD/NRE costs for a new ship class to the procurement cost of the lead ship in the class.)

**Acquisition Strategy**

**Parent-Design Approach**

The Navy’s desire to procure the first FFG(X) in FY2020 does not allow enough time to develop a completely new design (i.e., a clean-sheet design) for the FFG(X). (Using a clean-sheet design might defer the procurement of the first ship to about FY2023.) Consequently, the Navy intends to build the FFG(X) to a modified version of an existing ship design—an approach called the parent-design approach. The parent design could be a U.S. ship design or a foreign ship design.

Using the parent-design approach can reduce design time, design cost, and technical, schedule, and cost risk in building the ship. The Coast Guard and the Navy are currently using the parent-design approach for the Coast Guard’s polar icebreaker program. The parent-design approach has also been used in the past for other Navy and Coast Guard ships, including Navy mine warfare ships and the Coast Guard’s new Fast Response Cutters (FRCs).

---


15 For more on the polar icebreaker program, including the parent-design approach, see CRS Report RL34391, *Coast Guard Polar Icebreaker Modernization: Background and Issues for Congress*, by Ronald O'Rourke.

16 The Navy’s Osprey (MCM-51) class mine warfare ships are an enlarged version of the Italian Lerici-class mine warfare ships.
No New Technologies or Systems

As an additional measure for reducing technical, schedule, and cost risk in the FFG(X) program, the Navy envisages developing no new technologies or systems for the FFG(X)—the ship is to use systems and technologies that already exist or are already being developed for use in other programs.

Builder

Given the currently envisaged procurement rate of two ships per year, the Navy envisages using a single builder to build the ships.\(^{18}\) Consistent with U.S. law,\(^ {19}\) the ship is to be built in a U.S. shipyard, even if it is based on a foreign design. Using a foreign design might thus involve cooperation or a teaming arrangement between a U.S. builder and a foreign developer of the parent design.

Full and Open Competition

The Navy intends to conduct a full and open competition to select the builder of the FFG(X), including proposals based on either U.S. or foreign parent designs. On February 16, the Navy awarded five FFG(X) conceptual design contracts with a value of $15.0 million each to

- Austal USA of Mobile, AL;
- Huntington Ingalls Industry/Ingalls Shipbuilding (HII/Ingalls) of Pascagoula, MS;
- Lockheed Martin of Baltimore, MD;
- Fincantieri/Marinette Marine (F/MM) of Marinette, WI; and
- General Dynamics/Bath Iron Works (GD/BIW), of Bath, ME.\(^ {20}\)

A February 16, 2018, press report states

“These conceptual designs will reduce FFG(X) risk by enabling industry to mature designs to meet the approved FFG(X) capability requirements,” read a late Friday [February 16] statement from Naval Sea Systems Command.

“The contracts based on these requirements will facilitate maturing multiple designs during the 16 months of the conceptual design phase, and will allow the Navy to better understand the cost and capability drivers across the various design options. Furthermore,

---

\(^{17}\) The FRC design is based on a Dutch patrol boat design, the Damen Stan Patrol Boat 4708.

\(^{18}\) See, for example, Lee Hudson, “Navy to Downselect to One Vendor for Future Frigate Competition,” Inside the Navy, January 15, 2018.

\(^{19}\) 10 U.S.C. 7309 requires that, subject to a presidential waiver for the national security interest, “no vessel to be constructed for any of the armed forces, and no major component of the hull or superstructure of any such vessel, may be constructed in a foreign shipyard.” In addition, the paragraph in the annual DOD appropriations act that makes appropriations for the Navy’s shipbuilding account (the Shipbuilding and Conversion, Navy account) typically contains these provisos: “... Provided further, That none of the funds provided under this heading for the construction or conversion of any naval vessel to be constructed in shipyards in the United States shall be expended in foreign facilities for the construction of major components of such vessel: Provided further, That none of the funds provided under this heading shall be used for the construction of any naval vessel in foreign shipyards.... ”

this will inform the final specifications for a full and open competition with a single source award in FY20 for Detail Design and Construction (DD&C) of the FFG(X).”...

The Navy would not confirm how many groups bid for the work. At least one U.S.-German team that was not selected for a design contract, Atlas USA and ThyssenKrupp Marine Systems, told USNI News they had submitted for the competition....

During last month’s Surface Navy Association [annual symposium], several shipbuilders outlined their designs for the FFG(X) competition.

**Austal USA**

Shipyard: Austal USA in Mobile, Ala.

Parent Design: Independence-class [i.e., LCS-2 class] Littoral Combat Ship

One of the two Littoral Combat Ship builders, Austal USA has pitched an upgunned variant of the Independence-class LCS as both a foreign military sales offering and as the answer to the Navy’s upgunned small surface combatant and then frigate programs. Based on the 3,000-ton aluminum trimaran design, the hull boasts a large flight deck and space for up to 16 Mk-41 Vertical Launching System (VLS) cells.

**Fincantieri Marine Group**


Parent Design: Fincantieri Italian FREMM

As part of the stipulations of the FFG(X) programs, a contractor can offer just one design in the competition as a prime contractor but may also support a second bid as a subcontractor. Fincantieri elected to offer its 6,700-ton Italian Fregata europea multi-missione (FREMM) design for construction in its Wisconsin Marinette Marine shipyard, as well as partner with Lockheed Martin on its Freedom-class pitch as a subcontractor. The Italian FREMM design features a 16-cell VLS as well as space for deck-launched anti-ship missiles.

**General Dynamics Bath Iron Works**

Shipyard: Bath Iron Works in Bath, Maine

Parent Design: Navantia Álvaro de Bazán-class F100 Frigate

The 6,000-ton air defense guided-missile frigates fitted with the Aegis Combat System have been in service for the Spanish Armada since 2002 and are the basis of the Australian Hobart-class air defense destroyers and the Norwegian Fridtjof Nansen-class frigates. The Navantia partnership with Bath is built on a previous partnership from the turn of the century. The F100 frigates were a product of a teaming agreement between BIW, Lockheed Martin and Navantia predecessor Izar as part of the Advanced Frigate Consortium from 2000.

**Huntington Ingalls Industries**

Shipyard: Ingalls Shipbuilding in Pascagoula, Miss.

Parent Design: Unknown

Out of the competitors involved in the competition, HII was the only company that did not present a model or a rendering of its FFG(X) at the Surface Navy Association symposium in January. A spokeswoman for the company declined to elaborate on the offering when contacted by USNI News on Friday. In the past, HII has presented a naval version of its Legend-class National Security Cutter design as a model at trade shows labeled as a “Patrol Frigate.”
Lockheed Martin
Parent Design: Freedom-class [i.e., LCS-1 class] Littoral Combat Ship

Of the two LCS builders, Lockheed Martin is the first to have secured a foreign military sale with its design. The company’s FFG(X) bid will have much in common with its offering for the Royal Saudi Navy’s 4,000-ton multi-mission surface combatant. The new Saudi ships will be built around an eight-cell Mk-41 vertical launch system and a 4D air search radar. Lockheed has pitched several other variants of the hull that include more VLS cells.

“We are proud of our 15-year partnership with the U.S. Navy on the Freedom-variant Littoral Combat Ship and look forward to extending it to FFG(X),” said Joe DePietro, Lockheed Martin vice president of small combatants and ship systems in a Friday evening statement.

“Our frigate design offers an affordable, low-risk answer to meeting the Navy’s goals of a larger and more capable fleet.”

The Navy wants to release a request for proposals (RFP) in the fourth quarter of FY2019, and award a detailed design and construction (DD&C) contract for the program in FY2020. Being a recipient of a conceptual design contract is not a requirement for competing for the DD&C contract.

Block Buy Contracting

As a means of reducing their procurement cost, the Navy envisages using one or more fixed-price block buy contracts to procure the ships.

Program Funding

Table 1 shows funding for the FFG(X) program under the Navy’s FY2019 budget submission.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prior years</th>
<th>FY17</th>
<th>FY18</th>
<th>FY19</th>
<th>FY20</th>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>FY22</th>
<th>FY23</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research and development</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>141.1</td>
<td>134.8</td>
<td>75.4</td>
<td>77.6</td>
<td>70.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,228.2</td>
<td>849.1</td>
<td>1,791.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Procurement quantity) | (1) | (2) | (2) | (2)


23 For more on block buy contracting, see CRS Report R41909, Multiyear Procurement (MYP) and Block Buy Contracting in Defense Acquisition: Background and Issues for Congress, by Ronald O'Rourke and Moshe Schwartz.
Notes: Research and development funding is located in PE (Program Element) 0603599N, Frigate Development (Navy research and development account line 57 in the FY2019 budget submission), and additionally (for prior years only), PE 0603581, Littoral Combat Ship.

Issues for Congress

FY2019 Funding Request

One potential oversight issue for Congress is whether to approve, reject, or modify the Navy’s FY2019 funding request for the program. In assessing this question, Congress may consider, among other things, whether the work the Navy is proposing to do in the program in FY2019 is appropriate, and whether the Navy has accurately priced that work.

Analytical Basis for Capability Gaps/Mission Needs

Another potential oversight issue for Congress is whether the Navy has accurately identified the capability gaps and mission needs to be addressed by the program, particularly in light of recent changes in the international security environment and debate over the future U.S. role in the world, and whether the Navy has performed a formal, rigorous analysis of this issue, as opposed to relying solely on the subjective judgments of Navy and DOD leaders.

Subjective judgments can be helpful, particularly in terms of capturing knowledge and experience that is not easily reduced to numbers, in taking advantage of the “wisdom of the crowd,” and in coming to conclusions and making decisions quickly. On the other hand, a process that relies heavily on subjective judgments can be vulnerable to groupthink (i.e., a situation in which a group acts in a way that discourages creativity or individual responsibility), can overlook counterintuitive results regarding capability gaps and mission needs (i.e., results that go against the conventional wisdom), and, depending on the leaders involved, can emphasize those leaders’ understanding of the Navy’s needs in the nearer term, as opposed to what a formal intelligence projection of future adversary capabilities—such as those used in formal, rigorous analyses—might indicate what the Navy will need years from now, when the new ships will actually be in the fleet.

A May 18, 2018, Navy information paper states:

The analytics behind the requirement for a Small Surface Combatant (SSC) with the above capabilities and characteristics started with work completed during the SSC Task Force (SSCTF) between February and November 2014, which recommended improvements to LCS in order to provide a more lethal and survivable SSC. The SSCTF culminated in a CNO and Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC) validated LCS Flight 0+ Frigate Increment Capabilities Development Document (CDD) in April 2016. Subsequent to the SSCTF effort, the FY16 NDAA directed three independent 2030 Future Fleet Architecture (FFA) analysis studies. The three NDAA mandated studies were conducted by CSBA (Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments), the MITRE Corporation, and the Navy Project Team. Each presented different visions of a 2030 FFA across platforms and missions, but all coalesced around the need for a multi-mission SSC.

with specific capabilities/characteristics, forward stationed and rotationally crewed to support forward presence, deterrence, and lethal distributed operations within budgetary constraints....

The requirements for a future Small Surface Combatant (SSC) or Guided Missile Frigate (FFG) proposed in the three NDAA mandated FFA studies were validated through a series of table top exercises (TTX) and campaign analyses conducted by OPNAV N81 in support of N9....

In January 2017, the Navy convened the FFG Requirements Evaluation Team to analyze the capabilities needed above those prescribed by the FF CDD [Capability Development Document] to include Air Warfare (Local Air Defense), survivability (reduced susceptibility and vulnerability), and EMW to support DMO in a contested environment. This update to the FF CDD reflected a maturing of the three FFG concepts presented in the NDAA studies coupled with a thorough analysis of capability gaps and mission needs that are reflected in the draft FFG(X) CDD requirements. To date, these requirements have been continually refined and recent Future Surface Combatant and FFA wargames have also confirmed and refined the necessity for a SSC with the capability required by the FFG(X) CDD.25

A December 4, 2017, press report states

Rear Adm. Ron Boxall [the Navy’s director of surface warfare] told USNI News today at the American Society of Naval Engineers’ annual Combat Systems Symposium that the 60-day effort by the FFG Requirements Evaluation Team helped each stakeholder understand how their needs interacted with others’ to affect cost, schedule, operational effectiveness and more.

“I was very pleased with where we came out because some of the decisions were much more about the concept of what we’re getting instead of the actual platform we’re getting,” Boxall told USNI News during a question and answer period after his remarks....

... Boxall said the process the 60-day requirements evaluation teams have used is also very exciting for the requirements community. In some past cases, such as the CG(X) next-generation cruiser, requirements officers have spent years on a program, only to have it ultimately canceled.26 With this new process that brings together all stakeholders right at the start, along with computer tools that allow them to generate numerous iterations of a ship design, the Navy can work through a program’s requirements much faster and come up with a more mature and technologically informed set of requirements.

“What’s exciting about this [is] we’re starting to create a repository of knowledge that we can use to reiterate as we need to go along,” he told USNI News after the event.

“We’ve not done a good job of doing that in the past, it’s was kind of resident in the requirements officers and the acquisition team; now we’re actually doing it with the models—here’s what this combination of capabilities proves to get to us, and as we learn things or technology improves or costs more or less, we can make adjustments a lot more quickly.”

Asked about applying this methodology to more programs, like the Future Surface Combatant family of systems that followed the canceled CG(X), Boxall said those discussions have already begun.

25 Navy information paper on the FFG(X), May 18, 2018, provided to CRS by Navy Office of Legislative Affairs on May 18, 2018.

26 The CG(X) program was canceled in 2010. For more on the CG(X) cruiser program, see CRS Report RL34179, Navy CG(X) Cruiser Program: Background for Congress, by Ronald O’Rourke. This report was archived in January 2011.
“We actually took some of the work we’re doing with Future Surface Combatant and brought that back (to the FFG Requirements Evaluation Team); we said hey, the Future Surface Combatant is about where we’re going with the whole family of ships, so if we’re going to be producing an FFG of the future that’s going to be kind of at the small surface combatant size, then we don’t want that to be disconnected,” he said. And moving forward with the large, small and unmanned surface combatants the Navy is considering for the Future Surface Combatant family, Boxall said the designs that have already been iterated can be used as a good starting point for future efforts.27

A December 5, 2017, press report, reporting on the same symposium, stated

The Navy is convening a team similar to one used to help create the guided-missile future frigate FFG(X) to also alter the direction of the Zumwalt-class [DDG-1000] destroyers, Rear Adm. Ronald Boxall, director of Surface Warfare, said here at the 2017 Combat Systems Symposium organized by the American Society of Naval Engineers (ASNE)....

When working out new frigate requirements, the Navy looked to see what capabilities they could take from its predecessor, the Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) to help make it ready to be on contract by fiscal year (FY) 2020. He said that process involved meetings involving officials in the Navy’s requirements, acquisition, and fleet teams.

Personnel “learned why they were stupid” from the perspective of the other components, he said. Each component thought the other made serious mistakes, but also learned what those teams thought of them.

Boxall said the fleet personnel would say what the warfighters need to accomplish a certain mission, the acquisition teams would draw up what they asked for and more, “then the price goes through the roof.”

He said to resolve the high price versus requirements problems there has to be a voice of “hey, I want that but it’s really expensive. And you say, well, here’s where we can get ‘tastes great and less filling’” to balance priorities and price.

Boxall said he was very pleased with the decisions the Navy made going into the FFG(X) requirements and now they decided to try it again with the Zumwalt-class.28

Analytical Basis for Addressing Capability Gaps/Mission Needs with an FFG

Another potential oversight issue for Congress is whether procuring a new class of FFGs is the best or most promising general approach for addressing the identified capability gaps and mission needs, and whether the Navy has performed a formal, rigorous analysis of this issue, as opposed to relying solely on subjective judgments of Navy or DOD leaders. Similar to the points made in the previous section, subjective judgments, though helpful, can overlook counterintuitive results regarding the best or most promising general approach. Potential alternative general approaches for addressing identified capability gaps and mission needs in this instance include (to cite a few possibilities) modified LCSs, FFs, destroyers, aircraft, unmanned vehicles, or some combination of these platforms.

A formal, rigorous analysis to determine the best or most promising general approach for addressing a set of capability gaps or mission needs was in the past sometimes referred to as an analysis of multiple concepts (AMC), or more generally as competing the mission. It could also

be called an analysis of alternatives (AOA), though that term can also be applied to an analysis for refining the desired capabilities of the best or most promising approach that has been identified by an AMC.

As discussed in CRS reports on the LCS program over the years, the Navy did not perform a formal, rigorous analysis of this kind prior to announcing the start of the LCS program in November 2001, and this can be viewed as a root cause of much of the debate and controversy that attended the LCS program, and of the program’s ultimate restructurings in February 2014 and December 2015.29

See also the passages from the May 18, 2018, Navy information paper and the December 4 and 5, 2017, press reports that are quoted in the previous section.

**Growth Margin**

Another potential oversight issue for Congress whether the Navy has chosen the appropriate amount of growth margin to incorporate into the FFG(X) design. As shown in the Appendix, the Navy wants the FFG(X) design to have a growth margin (also called service life allowance) of 5%, meaning an ability to accommodate upgrades and other changes that might be made to the ship’s design over the course of its service life that could require up to 5% more space, weight, electrical power, or equipment cooling capacity. As shown in the Appendix, the Navy also wants the FFG(X) design to have an additional growth margin for accommodating a future directed energy system (i.e., a laser or high-power microwave device) or an active electronic attack system (i.e., electronic warfare system).

Supporters could argue that a 5% growth margin is traditional for a ship like a frigate, that the FFG(X)’s 5% growth margin is supplemented by the additional growth margin for a directed energy system or active electronic attack system, and that requiring a larger growth margin could make the FFG(X) design larger and more expensive to procure.

Skeptics might argue that a larger growth margin (such as 10%—a figure used in designing cruisers and destroyers) would provide more of a hedge against the possibility of greater-than-anticipated improvements in the capabilities of potential adversaries such as China,30 that a limited growth margin was a concern in the FFG-7 design,31 and that increasing the FFG(X) growth margin from 5% to 10% would have only a limited impact on the FFG(X)’s procurement cost.

**Parent-Design Approach**

Another potential oversight issue for Congress concerns the Navy’s proposed acquisition strategy for the program, including the Navy’s intent to use a parent-design approach for the program. The alternative would be to use a clean-sheet design approach, under which procurement of the

---

29 See, for example, CRS Report RL33741, *Navy Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) Program: Background and Issues for Congress*, by Ronald O’Rourke.

30 For more on China’s naval modernization effort, see CRS Report RL33153, *China Naval Modernization: Implications for U.S. Navy Capabilities—Background and Issues for Congress*, by Ronald O’Rourke.

31 See, for example, See U.S. General Accounting Office, Statement of Jerome H. Stolarow, Director, Procurement and Systems Acquisition Division, before the Subcommittee on Priorities and Economy in Government, Joint Economic Committee on The Navy’s FFG-7 Class Frigate Shipbuilding Program, and Other Ship Program Issues, January 3, 1979, pp. 9-11.
FFG(X) would begin about FY2023 and procurement of LCSs might be extended through about 2022.

As mentioned earlier, using the parent-design approach can reduce design time, design cost, and technical, schedule, and cost risk in building the ship. A clean-sheet design approach, on the other hand, might result in a design that more closely matches the Navy’s desired capabilities for the FFG(X), which might make the design more cost-effective for the Navy over the long run. It might also provide more work for the U.S. ship design and engineering industrial base.

**Navy’s Plan for Shifting Procurement from LCS to FFG(X)**

Another potential oversight issue for Congress is whether to approve, reject, or modify the Navy’s plan to procure a final LCS in FY2019 and shift to procurement of FFG(X)s starting in FY2020. As noted earlier, the Navy’s plan to end LCS procurement in FY2019 and shift to FFG(X) procurement starting in FY2020 would achieve the Navy’s 52-ship SSC force-level goal by about 2035. The Navy’s plan would also have implications for workloads and employment levels at the two LCS shipyards and their supplier firms:

- If a modified LCS is chosen as the winner of the FFG(X) competition, then other things held equal (e.g., without the addition of new work other than building LCSs), workloads and employment levels at the other LCS shipyard (the one whose modified LCS design is not chosen for the FFG(X) program), as well as supplier firms associated with that other LCS shipyard, would decline over time as the other LCS shipyard’s backlog of prior-year-funded LCSs is completed and not replaced with new FFG(X) work.

- If a modified LCS is not chosen as the FFG(X)—that is, if the winner of the FFG(X) competition is a proposal based on a hull design other than the two existing LCS designs—then other things held equal, employment levels at both LCS shipyards and their supplier firms would decline over time as their backlogs of prior-year-funded LCSs are completed and not replaced with FFG(X) work.

There are many possible alternatives to the Navy’s plan to end LCS procurement in FY2019 and shift to FFG(X) procurement starting in FY2020. One of these, for example, would be to select a winner in the FFG(X) competition and begin procuring that design in FY2020, as the Navy currently plans, but also produce FFG(X)s at one or both of the LCS yards. Under this option, if the winner of the FFG(X) competition is one of the LCS builders, that builder might build more than half of the FFG(X)s to its winning design, and the other LCS yard would build less than half of the FFG(X)s to its own nonwinning (but presumably still-capable) FFG(X) design. Alternatively, if the winner of the FFG(X) competition is neither of the LCS builders, the winning bidder build might build the largest share of the FFG(X)s to its winning design, and the two LCS yards would each build a smaller number of FFG(X)s to their own nonwinning (but presumably still-capable) designs.

Supporters of this option might argue that it could:

- boost FFG(X) production from the currently planned two ships per year to as many as many as four to six ships per year, substantially accelerating the date for attaining the Navy’s 52-ship SSC force-level goal;
permit the Navy to use competition (either competition for quantity at the margin, or competition for profit [i.e., Profit Related to Offers, or PRO, bidding])\textsuperscript{32} to help restrain FFG(X) prices and ensure production quality and on-time deliveries; and

- complicate adversary defense planning by presenting potential adversaries with multiple FFG(X) designs, each with its own specific operating characteristics.

Opponents of this plan might argue that it could

- weaken the FFG(X) competition by offering the winner a smaller prospective number of FFG(X)s and essentially guaranteeing the LCSs yard that they will build some number of FFG(X)s;
- substantially increase annual FFG(X) procurement funding requirements so as to procure as many as four to six FFG(X)s per year rather than two per year, which in a situation of finite DOD funding could require offsetting reductions in other Navy or DOD programs; and
- reduce production economies of scale in the FFG(X) program by dividing FFG(X) among two or three designs, and increase downstream Navy FFG(X) operation and support (O&S) costs by requiring the Navy to maintain two or three FFG(X) logistics support systems.

Another possible alternative to the Navy’s plan to end LCS procurement in FY2019 and shift to FFG(X) procurement starting in FY2020 would be to select a winner in the FFG(X) competition and begin procuring that design in FY2020, as the Navy currently plans, but shift Navy shipbuilding work at one of the LCS yards (if the other wins the FFG(X) competition) or at both of the LCS yards (if neither wins the FFG(X) competition) to the production of sections of larger Navy ships (such as DDG-51 destroyers or amphibious ships) that undergo final assembly at other shipyards. Under this option, in other words, one or both of the LCS yards would be converted into feeder yards supporting the production of larger Navy ships that undergo final assembly at other shipyards. This option might help maintain workloads and employment levels at one or both of the LCS yards, and might alleviate capacity constraints at other shipyards, permitting certain parts of the Navy’s 355-ship force-level objective to be achieved sooner.

The concept of feeder yards in naval shipbuilding was examined at length in a 2011 RAND report.\textsuperscript{33} The Navy in recent years has made some use of the concept

- All Virginia-class attack submarines have been produced jointly by General Dynamics’ Electric Boat division (GD/EB) and Huntington Ingalls Industries’ Newport News Shipbuilding (HII/NNS), with each yard in effect acting as a feeder yard for Virginia-class boats that undergo final assembly at the other yard.\textsuperscript{34}
- Certain components of the Navy’s three Zumwalt (DDG-1000) class destroyers were produced by HII’s Ingalls Shipyard (HII/Ingalls) and then transported to

\textsuperscript{32} For more on PRO bidding, see Statement of Ronald O’Rourke, Specialist in Naval Affairs, Congressional Research Service, before the House Armed Services Committee on Case Studies in DOD Acquisition: Finding What Works, June 24, 2014, p. 7.


\textsuperscript{34} For more on the Virginia-class joint production arrangement, see CRS Report RL32418, \textit{Navy Virginia (SSN-774) Class Attack Submarine Procurement: Background and Issues for Congress}, by Ronald O’Rourke.
GD’s Bath Iron Works (GD/BIW), the primary builder and final assembly yard for the ships.

- San Antonio (LPD-17) class amphibious ships were built at the Ingalls shipyard at Pascagoula, MS, and the Avondale shipyard near New Orleans, LA. These shipyards were owned by Northrop and later by HII. To alleviate capacity constraints at Ingalls and Avondale caused by damage from Hurricane Katrina in 2005, Northrop subcontracted the construction of portions of LPDs 20 through 24 (i.e., the fourth through eighth ships in the class) to other shipyards on the Gulf Coast and East Coast, including shipyards not owned by Northrop.35

The above options are only two of many possible alternatives to the Navy’s plan to end LCS procurement in FY2019 and shift to FFG(X) procurement starting in FY2020.

### Technical Risk

Another potential oversight issue concerns technical risk in the FFG(X) program. An April 2018 report from the Government Accountability Office on the status of various DOD acquisition programs states the following about the FFG(X) program:

**Current Status**

In May 2017, the Navy shifted away from its plan for a new frigate derived from minor modifications to an LCS design and now plans to select a new frigate design and shipbuilder through a full and open competition that is not limited to LCS derivatives. The program intends to leverage the proposed capabilities of the original frigate program and expand upon them to create a more lethal and survivable ship.

In fiscal year 2018, the FFG(X) program plans to focus on system specifications development and approval, acquisition program documentation needs, test strategy development, and combat management system integration. The program released a request for conceptual design proposals in November 2017 and plans to award multiple contracts in 2018 in an effort to reduce risk by maturing industry designs to meet FFG(X) capability needs.

Consistent with statute and knowledge-based practices, the Navy has scheduled a preliminary design review prior to a development start decision in February 2020. To support the development start decision, the program expects to complete an independent cost estimate, affordability and should-cost analyses, and an independent technical risk assessment. Although the number of planned frigates remains uncertain due to previous Secretary of Defense direction to cap the combined total of LCS and frigates at 40 ships, the program plans to award what the Navy refers to as a “block buy” contract for FFG(X) detail design and construction in September 2020. This block buy contract, which the Navy plans to award to a single shipbuilder, is intended to achieve more favorable pricing, but as planned, would require the Navy to commit to more than 1 year’s worth of procurement in a single contract. If the Navy requests congressional authorization during 2019 for the planned fiscal year 2020 block buy, the Navy will lack key knowledge, such as an independent cost estimate, to support its request.

---

Program Office Comments

We provided a draft of this assessment to the program office for review and comment. The program stated that conceptual design allows the Navy to mature multiple designs and better understand cost and capability drivers across design options before a detail design and construction award, as well as inform final specifications that will achieve a best value solution.36

Potential Impact on Requirements for Cruisers and Destroyers

Another potential oversight issue for Congress is whether the FFG(X) program has any implications for required numbers or capabilities of U.S. Navy cruisers and destroyers. The Navy’s goal to achieve and maintain a force of 104 cruisers and destroyers and 52 small surface combatants was determined in 2016, and may reflect an earlier plan to procure FFs, rather than the current plan to procure more-capable FFG(X)s. If so, a question might arise as to whether the current plan to procure FFG(X)s would permit a reduction in the required number of cruisers and destroyers, or in the required capabilities of those cruisers and destroyers.

Legislative Activity for FY2019

Summary of Congressional Action on FY2019 Funding Request

Table 2 summarizes congressional action on the Navy’s FY2019 funding request for the LCS program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Authorization</th>
<th>Appropriation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Request</td>
<td>HASC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and development</td>
<td>134.8</td>
<td>134.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procurement</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Notes: HASC is House Armed Services Committee; SASC is Senate Armed Services Committee; HAC is House Appropriations Committee; SAC is Senate Appropriations Committee; Conf. is conference agreement. Research and development funding is located in PE (Program Element) 0603599N, Frigate Development, which is line 57 in the Navy’s FY2019 research and development account.


House

The House Armed Services Committee, in its report (H.Rept. 115-676 of May 15, 2018) on H.R. 5515, recommended the funding levels for the FFG(X) program shown in the HASC column of Table 2.

Section 129 of H.R. 5515 as reported by the committee states:

SEC. 129. Frigate class ship program.

(a) Technical data.—

(1) REQUIREMENT.—As part of the solicitation for proposals for the procurement of any frigate class ship, the Secretary of the Navy shall require that an offeror submit a proposal that provides for conveying technical data as part of the proposal for the frigate.

(2) RIGHTS OF THE UNITED STATES.—The Secretary of the Navy shall ensure that the Government’s rights in technical data for any frigate class ship are sufficient to allow the Government to—

(A) by not later than the date on which funds are obligated for the last covered frigate, use the technical data to conduct a full and open competition (pursuant to section 2304 of title 10, United States Code) for any subsequent procurement of a frigate class ship; and

(B) transition the frigate class ship combat systems to Government-furnished equipment to achieve open architecture and foster competition to modernize future systems.

(b) Definitions.—In this section:

(1) The term “covered frigate” means each of the first 10 frigate class ships procured after January 1, 2020.

(2) The term “technical data” means a compilation of detailed engineering plans and specifications for the construction of a frigate class ship.37

H.Rept. 115-676 states:

Frigate

The committee is aware that the Navy awarded five contracts for conceptual design for its new guided missile frigate program, FFG(X), with multiple shipbuilders currently developing their respective designs to compete for a detail design and construction contract award planned for September 2020. This pursuit represents a significant shift from the Navy’s previous plans to award a contract in fiscal year 2018 for a frigate derived from minor modifications to a Littoral Combat Ship (LCS) design. The FFG(X) program intends to leverage the proposed capabilities of the previous frigate plans and expand upon them to create a more lethal and survivable ship to meet the Small Surface Combatant (SSC) requirement.

Toward that end, the committee encourages the Secretary of the Navy to emphasize concepts of risk reduction, commonality with existing platform equipment, and reduced acquisition and life cycle and sustainment costs to provide a best value solution for this critical platform. FFG(X) represents a significant investment, with the Navy’s fiscal year 2019 long-range shipbuilding plan estimating over $5.5 billion through fiscal year 2023 for the first 6 frigates, and a total of 20 frigates planned through fiscal year 2030.

Since 2005, the Comptroller General of the United States has reported extensively on the LCS program, the predecessor small surface combatant. Considering the lessons learned during the LCS program, the committee directs the Comptroller General of the United States conduct a review of the FFG(X) program and provide a report to the congressional defense committees by March 1, 2019. The report shall include, at a minimum, analysis on the following:

(1) conceptual design plans and activities to support the advancement of multiple ship designs for a full and open competition in fiscal year 2020;

(2) activities to establish requirements and system specifications, and to develop the program’s overall acquisition approach, including cost and schedule estimates, as well as a test strategy; and

(3) plans for the detail design and construction award contract, to include a review of the implications of a potential request by the Navy for a block buy award. (Page 17)

**Senates**

The Senate Armed Services Committee, in its report (S.Rept. 115-262 of June 5, 2018) on S. 2987, recommended the funding levels for the FFG(X) program shown in the SASC column of Table 2.

S.Rept. 115-262 states:

**Guided missile frigate (FFG(X))**

The committee applauds the Navy’s decision to procure a guided missile frigate (FFG(X)) with increased lethality, survivability, and endurance to meet the requirement for Small Surface Combatants within the most recent Navy Force Structure Assessment. While maintaining the Navy’s “high/low” mix of ships, the FFG(X) program greatly expands upon the capabilities of the Littoral Combat Ship program, returning many of the multi-mission warfighting attributes of Oliver Hazard Perry-class frigates to the fleet and enabling operations in more contested environments.

As the Navy refines FFG(X) concept designs with industry through fiscal year 2019, the committee continues to support a full and open competition with a single source detail design and construction award in fiscal year 2020. The committee also supports the Navy’s approach to commonality with existing Navy platforms, such as the Mark-41 Vertical Launch System and Enterprise Air Surveillance Radar, to reduce acquisition and sustainment costs. The committee encourages the Navy not to trade-off warfighting capability for other considerations. (Page 44)

**FY2019 DOD Appropriations Act**

**House**

The House Appropriations Committee, in its report (H.Rept. 115-769 of June 20, 2018) on H.R. 6157, recommended the funding levels for the FFG(X) program shown in the HAC column of Table 2. The recommended reduction of $2.0 million is for “Testing delays.” (Page 248)
Senate

The Senate Appropriations Committee, in its report (S.Rept. 115-290 of June 28, 2018) on S. 3159, recommended the funding levels for the FFG(X) program shown in the SAC column of Table 2.
Appendix. Navy Briefing Slides from July 25, 2017, FFG(X) Industry Day Event

This appendix reprints some of the briefing slides that the Navy presented at its July 25, 2017, industry day event on the FFG(X) program, which was held in association with the RFI that the Navy issued on July 25 to solicit information for better understanding potential trade-offs between cost and capability in the FFG(X) design (see “Unit Procurement Cost”). The reprinted slides begin on the next page.
Why FFG(X)?

Evolving threats in the global maritime environment drove the Navy to re-evaluate FF requirements and pursue a guided missile Frigate, FFG(X).

To address these threats, the ship is intended to:

- Fully support Combatant and Fleet Commanders during conflict by
  - Supplementing fleet undersea and surface warfare capabilities
  - Operating independently in contested environments
  - Extending the fleet tactical grid
  - Hosting and controlling unmanned systems
- Relieve large surface combatants from stressing routine duties during operations other than war, providing a high/low mix of fleet capabilities

What will FFG(X) be?

FFG(X) is envisioned as a multi-mission Small Surface Combatant intended to be capable of:

- Employing unmanned systems to penetrate and dwell in contested environments
- Establishing a local sensor network using multiple sensor platforms, both on-board and off-board
- Robustly defending itself in contested environments, including against raids by small boats
- Holding adversary warships at risk with over-the-horizon anti-ship missiles
- Performing anti-submarine warfare missions with active and passive undersea sensors
- Serving as a force multiplier to air-defense capable destroyers escorting logistics ships
- Providing electromagnetic sensing and targeting capabilities and contributing to force-level electromagnetic spectrum control
- Providing electromagnetic information exploitation capabilities and intelligence collection
- Conducting common surface combatant missions during operations other than war, such as presence missions, security cooperation activities, and humanitarian assistance/disaster relief support
FFG(X) Program Schedule

- Responses due 24 August 2017 at 1500
- Conceptual Design phase to mature parent designs to meet Navy requirement will award next calendar year
  - Parent Design
  - US Shipyard
- Government will provide System Specifications and Government Furnished Information (GFI) as part of the Conceptual Design RFP
- Full and Open Competition for Detail Design and Construction contract award in FY2020
- Notional procurement profile (for cost estimating purposes), starting in FY2020:
  1/1/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2/2

Objectives of the RFI

The Navy desires to:

- Understand Industry’s parent designs and their ability to integrate both the warfare system elements and the threshold requirements into the new FFG(X) design
- Understand the sensitivities to the parent design for integrating either the warfare systems or the threshold requirements
- Understand the drivers in non-recurring engineering, recurring engineering, production schedule, and operations and supports costs
**Key Program Assumptions**

The Navy...
- Envisions a FY2020 competition that will consider existing parent designs for a Small Surface Combatant that can be modified to accommodate FFG(X) requirements
- Plans for the FFG(X) program to use the same crewing, training, and maintenance concepts as LCS
  - Blue/Gold Crewing: 2 crews for 1 ship
  - Training: Train to Certify/Train to Qualify (T2C/T2Q)
  - Maintenance: Crew PMS and some O-Level Maintenance
- Desires to drive down life cycle costs:
  - The threshold manning requirement identified is the maximum acceptable manning value
  - Use common Navy systems across the radar, combat system, C4ISR systems, and launcher elements while encouraging hull, mechanical, and electrical system commonality with other US Navy platforms

**Key FFG(X) Attributes**

The Navy considers the following tiers and their values to be the minimum acceptable level of performance for the corresponding FFG(X) attributes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Material Availability</td>
<td>Material Availability (as defined by number of operational end items / total end items)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Operational Availability</td>
<td>Operational Availability (as defined by uptime / (planned + downtime))</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Service Life</td>
<td>Service Life</td>
<td>25 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Vulnerability</td>
<td>Vulnerability (as defined by the capability to withstand initial damage effects and continue to perform primary mission)</td>
<td>Grade &amp; Shock: Hardening for Propulsion, Control Systems, and Combat System Interfaces to retain full air defense and propulsion capabilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Manning Accommodations</td>
<td>Manning Accommodations (200 personnel crew max [including all detachments])</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Range</td>
<td>Range (minimum distance the ship can sail without reembarkation when using all of its fuel but with auxiliary power)</td>
<td>3000 NM @ 16 kts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SWAP-C reservation for Non-Directed Energy and Active EA</td>
<td>SWAP-C reservation for Non-Directed Energy and Active EA</td>
<td>26 MT, 600 kW, 300 GPM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Space, weight, power, and cooling systems life allowance</td>
<td>Space, weight, power, and cooling systems life allowance</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Sustained Speed</td>
<td>Sustained Speed (as defined by the achievable speed at full load displacement, normal trim, and clean bottom)</td>
<td>28 kts at 80% MCR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Navy Frigate (FFG(X)) Program: Background and Issues for Congress

FFG(X) Notional Warfare Systems

The following is a list of notional warfare systems that the Navy plans to provide as Government Furnished Equipment for the FFG(X):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Warfare Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>CHS suite (with accompanying I/J/A/F/I/H/A/X/A/COM antennas/GMCS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COMBATSS-31 Mod Combat Management System (CMS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Aegis derivative leveraging the common source library]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enterprise Air Surveillance Radar (EASR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3 face fixed array (3x33 Radar Modular Assembly)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NH-60R x 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MK53 Decoy Launching System (Nulla)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OTH Weapon with FCS (2x4) – candidate launched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SeaRAM Mk15 Mod 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*Self Defense Launcher Capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S3G-32[IV-1][EWP BB Il]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>†Note requirement in previous table for WAAP C reservation for EA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tactical Cryptological System (TCS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LkV (1 x MK-82) or future similarly sized LkS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Warfare Systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>7m RIM-66 x 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIL/SLQ-61 Light Weight Tow (LWT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIL/SQR-62 Variable Depth Sonar (VDS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AIL/SQQ-89F Undersea Warfare / Anti-Submarine System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cooperative Engagement Capability (CEC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integrate 360 degree EO/IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mission Control System (MCS) (MD-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mk110 57mm Gun (with A/A MKS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mk160 Gun Fire Control System (GFCS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Next Generation Surface Search Radar (NGSSR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface-to-Surface Missile Module (SSMM Longbow HellFire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TB-37 Multi-Function Towed Array (MPTA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UPX-29 Identification Friend/Foe (IF)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Ability to support Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile Block 2 and/or Standard Missile-2 Active missiles
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Sensitivity and Cost Drivers

The Navy requests that interested parties:

- Identify specific attributes for which the threshold values can be exceeded for minimal cost increases
- Identify any specific threshold value or warfare system which drives a significant design change
  - With a description of the issue and preferred mitigations, including the NRE cost avoidance and the capability achieved through these mitigations
- Identify any tradeoffs necessary to meet or exceed thresholds
  - Including production and cost impacts
  - If tradeoffs are required, vendors are encouraged to prioritize higher Tier (Tier 1) attributes/systems as being the most desired by the Navy

The Navy is particularly interested in understanding the design and capability trade-space in Cost drivers, break-points, trade-offs, and impacts
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